THE INDEPENDENCE OF FINLAND AND HOW TO ACHIEVE IT

The question of the "independence" of small nations is again wracking the labor movement. Even some of those who consider the Soviet Union a Workers State are for the defense of capitalist Finland and the defeat of the Red Army of the Workers State merely because... the independence of Finland is involved.

In the epoch of imperialism no small nation can escape the needs of the world revolution or another imperialist power. Independence can at best be only nominal. The six large imperialist powers control the government and economy of every other nation, outside of the Soviet Union. Real independence is possible only through the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism. As Marxists we consider the struggle for independence of small countries and the struggle for proletarian revolution as one and the same thing. One must not confuse the independence of colonial countries where the agrarian question is in the fore front, with the small capitalist nations such as Poland.

Nevertheless, as an AUXILIARY slogan to WIN ALLIES for the working class the Marxists fight for the RIGHT of self-determination and for the independence of the semi-colonial and colonial nations from IMPERIALIST POWERS. This auxiliary slogan serves two purposes; it tends to break the urban and rural petty-bourgeoisie and the masses under their influence from subservience to the imperialist masters and set them in motion, and it weakens world imperialism. But — and this is the nub of the question — independence is impossible WITHOUT THE FRAMEWORK OF CAPITALISM.

When the use of this slogan does not run parallel to the interests of social progress and the proletarian revolution, the Marxists discard this purely auxiliary slogan. For instance, we do not support the demand of Hitler for a plebiscite in the Saar or in Austria; we do not support his fight for the right of self-determination of the Sudetenens. Neither did we support the League of nations "self-determination."

And similarly today we refuse to subordinate the defense of the Soviet Union to a struggle for a capitalist "independence"

MARCH SEPARATELY — STRIKE TOGETHER

Those people who make out of the purely auxiliary slogan "for the independence of Finland" a fundamental issue, end up invariably on the side of the capitalist counter-revolution. They are for the "independence" of Finland, and for the defeat of the Red Army of the Soviet Union besides the Red Army is invading Finland and upsetting its independence." Such people, Burnham, Stalin, and others, reflect the capitalist pressure that needs of the class revolution.

To achieve independence the Finnish Workers must fight first of all their own capitalist class, the Rytiman-

(Continued on page 3)

FDR Demands Cuts for Unemployed, Farmers, Youth

FDR, Pope Insure Against Revolt

Sending a special envoy to Pope Pius by Franklin Roose-

velt is much more than a gesture of the "religious brother-

hood of man." It has great significance for proletarian re-

volutions.

After the last world war, when the Catholic Church in

Russia was in the forefront of all with nosy institutions was at its peak, the Catholic Church as the head of the Church, the Pope, was in the foreground. About the Pope, it was said, "We will not be conquered by the enemy of God, the Interference of Russia, but by the Pope and the Pope will do the job." Mr. Roosevelt is preparing well in advance to study the Pope's policy on Finland and the Catholic Church's policy on the proletarian revolution.

Mr. Roosevelt, who lived through the last war, recogn-

izes clearly the important role the Catholic Church can play in the course of all. With rising and revolts threatening in India, the Near East, and above all throughout Eu-

rope, Mr. Roosevelt is preparing well in advance for joint action with the Pope and the Church on the question of the colonial question and the Catholic Church and the proletarian revolution.

Shear Franklin Roosevelt's speech before the 17th Congress on January 3rd of all its demagoguery and wind, and it says just one thing: our main work in this coming period must be prepara-

tion for the imperialist war. We do not have to go to war with other nations", Mr. Roose-

velt stated in one breath, and another asked Congress for a loan and the other a film and a song and a number of things which are not based on panic, but on common sense.

In one breath he condemned dictatorship abroad, and in an-

other he proposed preparing one at home. "These words — national unity — must be made to have real meaning," he condemned doctrines which "set group against group, faith against faith, race against race, class against class." We must combat them, as we would the plague. As he put it, "National unity" is precisely the phrase that the French Government uses as an ex-

cuse to outlaw 242 working class organizations, including dozens of labor unions, including dozens of trade unions.

A few days before the message was read Dewey Pearson and Bob Allen, famous newspapermen who write "Washington Mercury-geo-

round predicted in their Sunday edition that Roosevelt would come out for sending all aliens back to the troubled countries, and that the government would round up immediately, back to their countries.

FRENCH DEMOCRACY

Since September 26, 242 working class organizations have been dissolved by the French govern-

ment, including just recently for-

trom one trade union.

Big Boost for War Machine and Plea for "National Unity" Indicates War Dictatorship Near

Colonial Unrest Offers Fertile Ground for Stalinite

And Other Imperialist Agents

A sharp struggle is going on for domination of the colonies, a much sharper struggle than dur-

ing the first war. Russian troops are reported on the border of Af-

ghanistan. Prominent leaders of the national Congress Party in In-

dia, who are fighting Britain's domination, are under the influ-

ence of Stalinism. French imperialism is reported to have begun a new war in the Congo, and the French army is ready for a new war. The ruling powers are sending in agents to each other's spheres of influence in order to take ad-

vantage of the hostility of the masses to the imperialist war.

INDIA — KEY TO THE FUTURE

In the forefront of these moves it Stalinism, acting in concert with German imperialism, in an at-

tempt to disrupt the British Em-

pire, especially the bulk of the empire, India. The impor-

tance of this aid to the British is not to be underestimated. Hun-

dreds of thousands of native and other British troops which have been brought up to the front must be kept in India and other colonies to guard against possible...

(Continued on page 3)

STALINISTS AND BATISTA

February 19, 1940, will there be an election for Presidency in Cuba. The leading candidate is Fulgencio Batista, black-haired dictator of Cuba for many years, who seems to have the support of the American capitalist owners behind him.

Also supporting this brutal butcher are the Stalinites in Cuba, who have 50,000 votes behind them. Evidently this is the "new line" as applied to Cuba.

FRENCH DEMOCRACY

Since September 26, 242 working class organizations have been dissolved by the French govern-

ment, including just recently for-

trom one trade union.

Budget figures recommended by Roosevelt the next d.

ay, January 4th, were even more en-

lightening.

WPA will be cut by almost a half billion. Farm subsidies will be cut by 400 million. Appropriations for youth will be cut by 72 million.

But — appropriations for the defense of the empire, that empire, India. The impor-

tance of this aid to the British is not to be underestimated. Hun-

dreds of thousands of native and other British troops which have been brought up to the front must be kept in India and other colonies to guard against possible...

(Continued on page 3)
BUILDERS
of the
FUTURE

Never before has the youth of America been subjected to such high pressure war propaganda as they are now. Never before has the..." Page 2 of the January 15, 1940 issue of "The Fighting Worker".

(Continued from last issue.)

Today the economic conditions for the class as a whole become worse; real wages decline, but political reforms mainly void of material contents are replacing the empty slogans of economic democracy in the form of political reforms, which the social reformists call "political action", have nothing in common with INDEPENDENT WORKING CLASS ACTION. Capitalists and their state. Capitalism in decline must use the same tools to keep the workforce in line, to grant the same reforms, to check the same type of independent working class action, that individual capitalists could grant yesterday. The decline of political, as well as economic, reforms, however, is the same — it ties the workers more firmly to capitalism.

THE UNIONS VS THE CLASS COLLABORATION LEADERS.

Because the reforms are being narrowed, being limited in the United States, there are those who say that the trade unions have outlived their usefulness and are of no value, or that they are only reactionary instruments used against the working class. These positions confuse changing class relations with the organization, the trade union.

Today the trade unions, in the hands of the class — collaboration leadership are reaching the dead-end as an instrument to bring the masses and the working class to an immediate and at the same time viable living condition for its members. Even the nice worded "political" reforms without material substance are being used by the class. Class relations have changed due to the crisis and the decline. The imperialist war in the end will only aggravate this condition. To confuse this class collaboration and gangster leadership with the union, the organization, is fatal for all revolutionary interests. The unions, even reactionary controlled unions are instruments of the working class. A brief contrast between a Company Union and a trade union gives a clear picture. This too reveals this. The Company Union must be destroyed. The trade union on the other hand must merely out the reactionist leadership.

INTERNATIONALISM

Yesterday the bosses said that the trade union was the product of the damn foreigners and used this argument to line up many American born workers for the bosses American (open shop) Plan. Since the first world war conditions in the country have changed. Millions of workers of the American born workers are up to their necks in the trade unions. Now they have a new argument to divide the workers. They say the "reds" are agents of foreign countries and we must have pure "American" unions. It is simple to answer these fake arguments if one will just stop and think.

We must fight above all opposed to their OWN exploiters. Don't let them talk about some danger elsewhere. The bosses at home are picking our pockets. We are opposed to the exploiters. And we are for driving ALL agents of the bosses out of the trade unions. Most of the bosses agents are not foreign born; or have connections of any importance in other countries; most of them are 100% Americans; that is 100%; for the boss.

WAS THE C. I. O. A PROGRESSIVE STEP?

After the 1929 crisis, with millions of unemployed, the OBJECTIVE CONDITIONS were responsible for the great mass movement toward organization and for a great series of strikes. But the momentum for this movement came not from the craft workers. New labor saving machinery has been eliminating the skilled worker from his former importance. And the new mass production industry in its large numbers of semi-skilled and skilled workers, have become the center of gravity of the labor movement. The workers, therefore, drove towards industrial unionism.

But where in 1965, when the original I. W. W. was in the fight against child and leads for the bosses in class struggle were united in a powerful movement; in the thirties the class struggle elements were disunited and in confusion. The many changes on a world scale and the scourage of Stalinism in their class standing and played their role of treachery by making a turn and liquidating into the Second International at this point, further weakening what few forces there were that could help answer the problem.

But the capitalists and their agents were not asleep. It is true that people like Bill Green and Matthew Woll did not understand or foresee the rumble of class storms. But the bosses, the bankers, and others were. Lewis, clearly understood it. So, Lewis, the arch reactionary who broke more strikes than any other labor leader, "changed his course" in order to maintain "stability" of the labor movement for industrial unions. Under the domination of the New Deal state apparatus, an agent of the capitalists with plenty of money stole a march on the revolutionists and others analyzing the class struggle.

All the "labor leaders" who claim to stand for the class struggle immediately joined the Lewis bandwagon. They all, from the Trotskyites left to the Stalinite rights, covered up their sell-out with a big argument that LEWIS WAS ORGANIZING INDUSTRIAL INSTEAD OF CRAFT UNIONS. They confused class relations and class motion with leaders and organizations. They didn't understand that it was the mass of workers themselves who were fighting and demanding industrial unions; that new conditions demanded new instruments; and that the leadership, in order to be head it, to see it that it didn't jumcp the capitalist traces. These "lefts" made no distinction between the CIO leadership and the United Front. This led to the defeat of the United Front.

The movement of the working class beyond the confines of the narrow craft AFL unions into industrial unions was progressive. So was the big organization drive and the gigantic nationwide strikes which occurred despite Lewis. The CONTROL of the movement by the agents of the "democratic" capitalists, Lewis and his friends, the canalizing of the movement into class collaboration channels, was reactionary.

It is quite true that the CIO has engaged in many strikes of a militant nature. But the A. F. L. in the past also engaged in many important strikes. This does not mean, however, that the CIO leadership is progressive, any more than the Gompers-Green leadership or program is progressive. It is the CLASS PRESSURE of the workers from below BREAKING THROUGH THE CONTROL OF THE BUREOCRATS that is progressive. The class collaboration leaders are forced to go along with these class actions in order to sell out at the right moment, to stab the movement in the back. That is precisely what the Lewis leadership did. Note the auto strikes in 1936, '37, '39; the miners strike in 1935, etc.

Does this mean then, that revolutionists should boycott them or join it? Or is the answer within it? No. We are as justified as this policy, as the opportunists policy of giving support to Lewis and Co. We must work in the factories and trade unions, the unions, and wherever we can. We join and work within that union in which the majority of the organized workers are in, whether AFL CIO, the Brotherhoods, or the independents. We fight within.

Concretely in relation to the CIO, we advocate the following: Enter the movement of the masses. Help organize them and see to it that the workers in each local, in each industrial union retain RANK AND FILE CONTROL OF THE UNION. Fight all and sundry who present a CLASS COLLABORATION POLICY. That means in the CIO, fight against Lewis and Co. They didn't understand that...
THE INDEPENDENCE OF FINLAND
AND HOW TO ACHIEVE IT

(Continued from page 1)

nerheim-Social Democratic agents of world imperialism. They must fight for the DEFEAT of their own capitalist army; they must strive to turn this war against the Soviet Union into a war first of all against their own bourgeoisie.
They must fight to establish an Autonomous Finnish SOVIET Republic, WITHIN the broader federation, the U.S.R.

What about Stalinism, then, many people will ask. Shall the Finnish people submit to the yoke of the Stalinite burocracy? The Revolutionary Workers League answered this question long ago. The Finnish workers can and must depend only on their own independent working class action, building of their own soviets, their own workers militias and workers communists. Submission to Stalinism, to the fake Kuusinen government, can mean only an immediate arrest of the further development of revolution. The Finnish workers must march separately from, but strike together with the Stalinist-controlled Red Army, to defeat Finnish Capitalism and to use this new base to develop the political revolution against Stalinism within the Soviet Union itself.

Where Messers. Burnham, Stamm et al are for marching separately and striking together with the Finnish capitalists, AGAINST the Workers State, we, the Marxists for marching separately and striking together with the Red Army against the capitalists of Finland - and elsewhere. Two opposite roads.

The experience of an independent Soviet in Finland stretching out its physical existence will be an impetus and incentive to start the rank and file of the Red Army and the Russian workers on the road to political revolution against Stalinism.

Despite all the lies of the bourgeoisie press about the Finnish workers support of Messers. Ryti and Mannheimer and International Nickel, the truth is that these workers can be roused to build Soviets only on the basis of a struggle against their own bourgeoisie; the defeat of their own capitalist army, overthrow of Stalinism and the extension of the October Revolution - not on any capitalist program of "integration."

TWO WARS IN ONE

The war in Europe, now in its fifth month, has slowed down to a walk on the military front. But behind the scenes in the business and political world there is feverish activity.

German capitalists and French capitalists are still doing business with each other. Four million tons of coal were sold by Germany to France and 6 million tons of steel were sold by Germany to Belgium, which acted as intermediary for the deal. M. De Wendel, head of the Comite De Forges continues to collect payments on the sides of the trenches, from his investments in Germany as well as France. The Vickers-Krupp cartel in munitions is functioning today as yesterday, although secretly.

Just as World War I was fought between two warring sides without an agreement to not bomb the factories and mills in Alsace-Lorraine or in the Saar Basin.

The capitalists of France and Germany, who are willing to kill off millions of men for their profit, are absolutely agreed not to harm a penny's worth of their big factories.

But all this is only one side of the war. The other side is more important. For if the war on the Siegfried and Maginot lines is only marking time, the war against

NOTES Of The RWL

N. Y. MEETING

A successful meeting on the Cleveland Relief Crisis was held by the New York comrades of the Revolutionary Workers League at the Stuyvesant Casino, on Wednesday night. The speaker was Paul Weiss, a member of the Cleveland delegation. The meeting, which was attended by a large number of unemployed on direct and work relief.

K. C. FORUMS

The Kansas City "Workers' Forum" is going bigger and bigger as the better and the better comes into being. According to reports received by the RWL, the Forum met on the first Wednesday night active and leading the discussion of the week was "The Green Back War," which was held at 541 Minnesota Avenue on the Kansas City, Chicago, and National and International problems.

PHILLY CLASS

A new class, meeting every Thursday night at the Southwest corner of 5th and Monroe in Philadelphia, has been organized by the R. W. L. unit in that city. The subject, "Why Communism?", will be debated in five discussions covering the full range of the epochs of history, present, and the economic conditions of the present society, which is leading to a new and new mode of production.

CHICAGO CLASSES AND FORUMS

A new class on the Three Volumes of Capital has been organized and is meeting bi-weekly in Chicago. The Congress of Labor was held in Chicago on the last Sunday morning at 10 A.M. This class is also meeting on Saturdays. There is also a new class on the Capital, which is held on Wednesday evening in addition to the classes under the auspices of the "Workers' Forum." The newest of the Workers' Events Circle, a sympathetic group of the League. The regular monthly meeting of the Luxemburg Memorial meeting will take place at the League headquarters, 1604 Division St., on January 21st at 8 P.M. The speakers will be "Stalin's Adventure in Finland."

ARGENTINA BANS "MARXIST"

Postal authorities of the Republic of Argentina have informed the Revolutionary Workers League that "The Marxism," the official organ of the League, in the future, be banned from circulation or mail in that country. "The Marxism" is now combined with the "International News", organ of the International Contact Commission. A publication by the same name, however, is being put out by the Russian Mission of the League, central Europe, who are also affiliated to the I. C. C.

A letter of protest has been sent to the Argentine authorities. All working class organizations are asked to join their voice of protest to ours.

JUSt OUT IN GERMAN
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ROOSEVELT ASKS CUTS FOR JOBLESS; BIG INCREASE FOR WAR
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REAL DEVALUATION

The New Deal gets rarer and rarer every week. When Roosevelt came to power he promised to reduce the severity of the depression, capital- itum in the U. S. could still gramp important reforms to the working class, such as the "class-consciousness and revolu tion. Today after 7 short years despite the fact that capitalis has again reached 1929 production lev els in the U. S. because of war production, it is encumbered with a gigantic debt and in no longer able or willing to give more reform.

The speeches by Roosevelt in dictators of the present of the working class plays only a small role in the deliberations of the capitalist masters. Under the leadership of "Green," "Dewey," "Thomas," they have been able to safely realize the pressure of the working class.

WORKERS CONTROL OF PRODUCTION

The only effective answer to Hitler's plea for "national unity," is the independent class struggle today for Workers Control of Production for Use.

Answer national unity with the demand for: All War Plans are Unemployment, trade union wages for all workers, no credits to "employers."
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revolves. Both recruitment and their imperial aid from the colonies must be stopped. The tide of opposition is stemmed.

German Imperialism and Stalinism go along with the unrest and stir it up. But they will fight like devils to get rid of the other masses from making a so lution. They have the masses throw the whole of Russian prestige and British imperialism and disrupt the British war plans. While the future of those in Europe each has its own ends in mind, their interest on the wide long run serves the interests of American Imperialism, who will stop in at the only power strong enough to replace British domination.

Within the British Empire, Stalinism has taken the lead in working for the defeat of England in the present war; and within Germany, the Social-Democrats are working for the defeat of Germany. But both forms of domination have really nothing in common with "revolutionary defection," which is at the overthrow of capitalism. Both the Social-Democrats and the Social-Democrats are merely working for the defeat of England and Germany, to establish "governments," not for a new social system, but for an end to the cap italist system of wars and starvation.

TRANSMITTED TO CHICAGO

Allan Willis, young Negro comrade from Washington, has been discharged from the staff of the Comité de Campagne under the Political Committee. Following several trips of John son of the Trotskyists to Washington, the Comité de Campagne joined the Trotsky group because he felt that of doing Negro work, despite his political qualifications. After a few months he realized his error and reconciled with the League. After the Comité de Campagne, he is now working for the League. Following the successful meeting of the Commune Weeds of Cleve land, the North Western Branch of the League has organized a meeting for the Comité de Campagne. The meeting will be held on January 14th, 8:30 P.M. at Christie Hall. The subject will be: "Stalin's Adventure in Finland."
Negro Ghetto Makes Owners Rich

Chicago, Jan. 5 — Work is finished on the $150 million dollar Ida B. Wells South Side housing project, after four years of delays in which the agents of the South Side Chicago landlords used every possible legal, political and social tool to prevent or halt its construction.

This step by the Chicago housing authority, in conjunction with the Federal Housing Administration, is a collective sell-out. The Ida B. Wells project will only add several hundred thousand dollars in financial backing to the $20,000 in Negroes in Chicago who receive less than $1,000 a year in wages.

Because of this low income congestion is great. The average home in Chicago's South Side negro area is only a dwelling that twice that of the general population — and 7,000 Negroes are forced to live in 2,000 white apartments per square mile.

RESTRICTIVE COVENANT

South Side absentee landlords and their agents have circulated the insidious lie that if Negroes were allowed to live in the area, property values would depreciate. The real reason, however, is that the Negro tenants at their mercy — high rents by segregating them in ghettos.

A survey by the Chicago Daily News shows that the Negro people are paying up to 45% more rent for the same or inferior residences. The press recently ex- posed the fact that C. A. Salberg, president of a real estate company on the South Side to be unable to double the rent and the property in the half-time.

The talk about deprecating real estate values is just a smoke screen to cover up to the large rent increases. Workers by creating an artificial housing shortage, the solution of the South Side housing problem is for the ten- ants to come together, organize into a strong union and agree to pay high rent and the poor living facilities and restrictive covenants.

Worker Fired for Political Views

In «Collective Sell-Out»

Kansas City, Jan. 5 — Arthur Roberts of Kansas City, salesman for a major manufacturer, was fired in 1954 for State Senator, in 1956 for State Representative, and in 1958 for Mayor, and in 1958 for U. S. Senator, because of his political views. Roberts was employed in the Missouri Pacific R. R. as a clerk in the personnel department, a member of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and a member of the United Auto Workers Union. The Union and the company were notified before the discharge and the company refused to pay his settlement in pushing Roberts out of the job.

In April 1958 Roberts was ap- proached by J. C. Wall, Chairman of the B. R. C. and advised to get off a particular job and take another, because of his political views. Roberts refused. Pressure was then applied. He was brought before the Superin- tendent of the company, Mr. F. M. Weeks, and the same advice given to him. Still more pressure: the General Chairman of the B. R. C., who had been an employee of the Missouri Pacific in St. Louis, to give the same advice and received a still more firm refusal from Roberts. All this occurred in 1958, when Mr. Weeks was granted a hearing. Coming events cast their shadows before the railroad. The charges were ripped up and the trial was cancelled. May 1958.

Roberts was charged with using company time for personal and private business. He was taken before the Board of Directors in St. Louis, accuracy and received a still more firm refusal from Roberts. All this occurred in 1958, when Mr. Weeks was granted a hearing. Coming events cast their shadows before the railroad. The charges were ripped up and the trial was cancelled. May 1958.

Its former employment. The Missouri Pacific R. R. as a clerk in the personnel department, a member of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and a member of the United Auto Workers Union. The Union and the company were notified before the discharge and the company refused to pay his settlement in pushing Roberts out of the job.

A UNITED FRONT

This board, however, not only sustained the boss but added a new twist of its own to the «old charges. Then followed appeals to the executive board of the Grand Lodge of the B. R. C., then to the U. S. Engineers, then to the B. R. C. Board, with the same results. They refused to fight this action out, a case involving civil liberty, Roberts, they said, «resigned».

Francis Heister, attorney in the case, said that he was in the case and was successful in getting the board's order to the National Railroad Board. They merely put their stamp of ap- proval on the on the settlement.

Their decision stated that «such officer of the carrier met in the official capacity, gave his official endorsement and authorized representatives of the carrier to sign the claim and dispute in conformity with the«Code of the Roadway». The claim and dispute in conformity with the «Code of the Roadway». The claim and dispute in conformity with the «Code of the Roadway». The claim and dispute in conformity with the «Code of the Roadway».

The far reaching effects of this decision are enormous. The labor movement will be quietly purged off one of the main issues of the strike and the «friendly» leaders of the «collective» sell-out are not fought.
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NEGROES LEAVING STALINITES

By Simon Williamson
Recently a sizable group of Negro members of the Stalinist-controlled Negro People's Committee for the Year of Commitment Against War met and wrote a milk and water program designed to put a halt to the outburst of the American bosses toward involvement in the European war.

The Congress, an amalgam of Socialists and church-going pacifists, met on a program that has as much chance of stopping up the St. Francisco state convention to be slaughtered for boss profits, as a man landing on the moon.

The program fails to explain what the purpose of the non-interventionism of the war, and it neglected the only method of fighting against the turkey and civil war to end the system.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Central Organ
International Contact Committee

January Issue
Statement of the Revolutionary Communists of Germanyendorsement of the International Year of Commitment Against War.

The following contact strategy is the first step toward organizing an international Communist movement.

The April issue.

THE AGRARIAN QUESTION IN MEXICO

The struggle for Asia

5 cents

words, the sell-out is now legal. The decision means that only a phrase is to be found in school books. The Brotherhood of Rail- way Clerks has more to its credit than the insurance business and dead men than protecting the rights of the living members. The capitalist state has rubber stamps — the iron heel of the unions and the railroads, and the democratic forces of the world.

The far reaching effects of this decision are enormous. The labor movement will be quietly purged off one of the main issues of the strike and the «friendly» leaders of the «collective» sell-out are not fought.

LENDING LIBERCH, LUXEMBOURG

Sunday, January 11, 8:00 P. M.
104 West Division Street, Chicago
Speaker: Hugo Oehler, H. Robbins
For meetings in other cities get in touch with local comitees.

Starve Ohio Jobless to Further Political Ambitions

New Crisis Near in Cleveland

Cleveland Jan. 5. — A new relief crisis is expected sometime in January. It is safe to say that the reorganization of the new relief system, one which ended December 11th after 8 weeks, in a victory for the unemployed and their militant organizations, the Association of Unemployed Workers — Relief — will follow the pattern of dissolution of the groups. It will be just a step to political football between Mayor Burton and Governor Bricker, and President Roosevelt.

Roosevelt offered recently to set up an army of civilians to help the army control, unless the crisis is met, a direct threat to the department to be from the Negroes in the Stalinite bureaucracy. Immedi-ately the party hierarchy was allied with the big stick, threat of the economic emergency, but the aspirations of Roose- well and Bricker were satisfied.

The Congress, an amalgam of Socialists and church-going pacifists, met on a program that has as much chance of stopping up the St. Francisco state convention to be slaughtered for boss profits, as a man landing on the moon.

The program fails to explain what the purpose of the non-interventionism of the war, and it neglected the only method of fighting against the turkey and civil war to end the system.
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The Congress, an amalgam of Socialists and church-going pacifists, met on a program that has as much chance of stopping up the St. Francisco state convention to be slaughtered for boss profits, as a man landing on the moon.

The program fails to explain what the purpose of the non-interventionism of the war, and it neglected the only method of fighting against the turkey and civil war to end the system.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Central Organ
International Contact Committee

January Issue
Statement of the Revolutionary Communists of Germanyendorsement of the International Year of Commitment Against War.

The following contact strategy is the first step toward organizing an international Communist movement.

The April issue.

THE AGRARIAN QUESTION IN MEXICO

The struggle for Asia

5 cents

words, the sell-out is now legal. The decision means that only a phrase is to be found in school books. The Brotherhood of Rail- way Clerks has more to its credit than the insurance business and dead men than protecting the rights of the living members. The capitalist state has rubber stamps — the iron heel of the unions and the railroads, and the democratic forces of the world.

The far reaching effects of this decision are enormous. The labor movement will be quietly purged off one of the main issues of the strike and the «friendly» leaders of the «collective» sell-out are not fought.

LENDING LIBERCH, LUXEMBOURG

Sunday, January 11, 8:00 P. M.
104 West Division Street, Chicago
Speaker: Hugo Oehler, H. Robbins
For meetings in other cities get in touch with local comitees.